ANTI-FATIGUE MAT

FEATURES

G-Floor® Universal Anti-Fatigue Mats by Better Life Technology go anywhere and go above and beyond just protecting the floors of homes and businesses. Our Anti-Fatigue Mat also offers padded comfort and support to cushion feet and relieve back strain. As with all other G-Floor® Universal Flooring products, our Anti-Fatigue Mats are made in the USA and designed to provide years of performance under heavy use. Free-floating to move with you, Anti-Fatigue Mats just roll-out to position and roll-up for ease of storage.

Anti-Fatigue Mats work hard where you work hard and stand for long periods of time – garage, workshop, utility room, kitchens/baths, basement, recreational rooms, gym, educational and healthcare settings, and retail/restaurant locations (especially at cash registers) – and clean with ease. Anti-Fatigue Mats have padded edges for additional safety and keep floors safe from liquids, stains, chemicals, mold, mildew and debris. They won’t crack, peel or curl either. Strong enough for tough tasks, G-Floor® Universal Anti-Fatigue Mats are so soft and cushiony you’ll want more than one for numerous spaces and a multiple uses.

Slip-resistant G-Floor® Universal Anti-Fatigue Mats are available in Slate Grey with a 100% vinyl Diamond Tread texture top for added traction and 1/2 in thick foam long-lasting comfort. Diamond Tread’s standardized diamonds are 1.125in in length and 0.625in apart with a 0.030in relief, aligned diagonally in a 180˚ alternating pattern. Anti-Fatigue Mats protect, support and look good doing it.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Flooring Type: Mat
- Surface Texture: Diamond Tread
- Gloss Level: Matte
- Size: 20 in x 36 in, 32 in x 47 in
- Wear Layer: 75 mil (0.075”)
- Base Thickness: 0.575 in
- Composition: Composite Polyvinyl
- Installation Method: Float
- Installation Grade: Above, On, Below

- Superior Product
- Improved circulation / prevent stress on the body & fatigue
- Reduce Accidents
- Increase Productivity
- Absorb Sounds & Vibrations
- Reduce damage of materials
- Made from high quality polyvinyl
- Extremely durable
- Slip Resistant, Flame Retardant and Padded for Anti-Fatigue Benefits
- Resistant to oil, battery acid, brake fluid, mud, salt, antifreeze & other common chemicals
- Great for use in garage, utility room, office, retail and business spaces, trailers, laundry, or anywhere
- Better Life Technology provides 1 year warranty.
- Manufactured in the USA